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Welcome to the
Queer Student Organization Guide
This Guide was created through the
collaboration of the Queer Campus Coalition and Iowa Safe Schools
The Queer Campus Coalition (QCC) is a program made up of
and led by students in collaboration with Iowa Safe Schools! The
QCC is continuously building a dynamic program to empower
students to make change in all aspects of the queer college
experience. Whether students are experiencing large scale
administrative problems or having interpersonal issues in their
organizations, the QCC brings together their collective experiences
to problem-solve and create solutions. By communicating, growing,
and advocating together, we can make institutional changes that lead
to better and safer worlds for all students.
The mission of Iowa Safe Schools is to provide safe, supportive,
and nurturing learning environments and communities for LGBTQ
and allied youth through education, outreach, advocacy, and direct
services. We provide comprehensive support, victim services,
resources, and events for LGBTQ and Allied youth. Serving over
4,500 youth annually, Iowa Safe Schools is the largest LGBTQ youth
serving organization in the Midwest.
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Creating a Student
Organization

What is a Queer Student
Organization?
Before we talk about how to create a Queer Student Organization
(QSO), you need to think about what you are hoping to get out of creating an
organization. The ultimate goals of QSOs are to create a sense of community, but
individual organizations all achieve that in different ways:
Activism: Some QSOs exist to make the world a better place through the work
of students. These groups sometimes are focused on making changes on their
own campus and sometimes apply themselves to make an impact on a more
macro scale. As activism based QSOs grow and make an impact on the
community, other organizations and partners will approach them to ask for
education and advice. These groups can be large forces that are movers and
shakers on their campus
On-Campus Engagement: One of the best ways that QSOs can gain visibility
on their campus is through engaging the campus itself. This includes creating
events, holding fundraisers, and being a part of other organization's events as
collaborators and participants. Not all groups have a huge membership base to
draw on for this engagement, but all QSOs have ways they can interact with
the larger campus community.
Social: The social aspect of a student organization is important because this is
how you establish a connection and commitment from members to make sure
they are contributing in whatever way they can to helping your QSO be
successful. Some groups are ok with only being based on this social aspect,
which is great! It can be nice for students, especially new students, to have a
safe space where they can have light-hearted care-free interactions with other
people like them.
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Blending multiple aspects: Your group doesn’t have to fit neatly into
any of these categories. in fact, it can draw on elements from all three
categories. Just know what your intention is before moving forward in
the process of creating the organization.
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Understanding the
Requirements for Creating
a Student Organization
Every college has different requirements for what a Queer Student
Organization (QSO) or any student organization needs to become official,
and before you begin creating anything that you would need to submit,
make sure to read over those requirements. For most colleges, you can go
to the Student Life page of your school’s website to find your school’s
specific requirements. Print out these requirements and check off items as
you complete them.
General requirements include:

A small group of students willing to sign on
as members
A designated advisor
A constitution
Scheduling a meeting/presentation with
either student government or student life
Selecting board positions like President and
Treasurer
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Finding an Advisor
Finding an advisor can be a difficult task, but no matter where you are
at there are allies in faculty or staff who would be willing to sign on to your
organization if you have identified a need for it.
Before choosing who you want your advisor to be, the first step is to
decide what the role of your advisor will be:
How many meetings will your advisor attend?
Will they help you create the constitution?
Do you want them to help with leadership transitions?
Should they hold a position of influence?
What is the overall level of involvement you want from them?
Of course, answers to these questions are different for every
organization, but there are advantages and disadvantages to the varying
degrees of advisor involvement. If you want your advisor to be fairly
uninvolved, that means that you might have less pull when talking to
faculty and staff, but you might have to spend less time catching your
advisor up on what you are doing. If you want a more involved advisor, it
might provide more stability to your organization, especially in times of
transition, but they might want a say in the decision making which would
give your QSO less freedom.
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Finding an advisor can be a daunting task, but an easy place to start is
talking to faculty that you have had a good experience with. Some groups
want a QSO advisor that is a part of the LGBTQ community, but others are
satisfied with an ally that they know they can trust. If there no faculty
member that you know you could trust to be your advisor, reach out to your
diversity and inclusion office or Title IX coordinator to see if there are any
staff that would be willing to fill that role.
Make sure that you discuss with your advisor what your relationship
will look like and each year, no matter their level of involvement, revisit that
conversation to make sure they are serving you in the best way possible.
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Designating Leadership
Appointing leadership is a crucial part of making your queer student
organization successful and efficient. Leadership positions give structure to
your organization and allows for accountability when event planning. Each
position should have a specific role, but it is important to remember that as
an organization you are a team and should help each other out when
needed. Below is a list of some leadership positions that you can
incorporate into your queer student organization, what their role is, and
who typically holds this office.

President
The president is the head of your organization. They represent what
the group looks like and how the group acts. They act as the head of
the organization, overseeing other offices, looking at the projects
more holistically, working with student government and staff on
campus, and providing insight from past experiences. This position is
typically held by someone who has been in your QSO for a long time
and knows the in’s and out’s of the group.
Vice-President
The vice-president is the right hand of the president. Typically, they
work directly with the president of the organization to provide a
second opinion, and to learn about how the organization broadly
functions. The vice-president usually is a younger member who will
become president when the president graduates.
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Secretary
The Secretary typically does most of the paperwork in an
organization and keeps the organization organized. They can help
with university paperwork, write meeting summaries, and keep
records of events. This office can be held by any member, but you
want to make sure that they will be meticulous and neat.
Treasurer
The Treasurer's job is to oversee anything financial or related to a
budget. They work with budgeting for the year, apply for money and
grants, and transfer of money during an event. This office can be
held by any member, but you want to make sure that they know
about financial literacy and will be able to meet important
deadlines.
Communications Director
The Communications Director’s job is to promote your organization
and events. They work with other organizations and on social media
to promote events to audiences on and off campus. They also should
make sure that your organization is caught up with trends. This
office can be held by any member, but you want to make sure that
they are social person who as already engaged with and
knowledgeable about the platforms they will be using.
Most colleges will only require you to officially list a President and a
Treasurer, but it is ultimately up to you how many positions there are on
your leadership board. If you have a larger organization, you may want
positions that are voting members of the board but play no specific role. If
you are a smaller organization several of these positions may need to be
combined
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Creating a Mission Statement

Mission statements are important because they steer the club in its
action. A good mission statement addresses the goals and philosophy
of the QSO and talks about the work the group does. Having a wellwritten mission statement informs others of what the QSO is all about,
and why they should get involved.
A starting place for a mission statement is “The mission of [Organization
Name] is to [verb] the [population served] of [location] through [core
services].”
Some important things to consider when creating a mission statement:
Is it memorable?
What will it communicate about the purpose of your club?
Look at other organizations’ mission statements at your school to see
If there is a common language being used.
Do you want your whole club to help create or just the leadership?
How important will your mission statement be to your branding? Will
you want it on posters you create?
Keep it concise.
When other people look at your organization, either as potential
members, collaborators, or funders, the first thing that they look at is
your mission statement to see if you align with their values. Make sure
that your mission statement is a reflection of the aspirations of your
Queer Student Organization.
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Creating a Constitution
A constitution should spell out everything that you want your
organization to be, both while you are there and after you graduate. You
want it to allow your organization to grow and change, so don’t make it too
narrow, but you also want it to be a document that guides future
generations of your QSO. You can customize what you want to add or leave
out of this document, but here are some guidelines for what constitutions
usually include:
Name: Is it an accurate reflection of your groups ideals? Can you tell
immediately what the organization stands for?”
Purpose: Why is your organization necessary? Refer back to your
mission statement
Membership: Who will make up your organization? Do you want
allies to be a part of your organization? What language will you include to
specify who is welcome and who is not? What will the process be for
addressing members who are causing problems in the organization?
Officers: We’ve already discussed what the roles of the different
officers are, but how do you ensure accountability for each position? What
are the specific responsibilities that each person will have once they are
elected? Here is where you could also include the procedure for passing
along positions from one administration to the next if you want those
responsibilities to be individual
Elections/voting: When will elections for board positions take place?
How will people vote? Who will count the votes? Are there organizational
items that you want your entire membership to be able to vote on?
Amendments: What is the process for changing the constitution? Who
has the power to suggest amendments? What kinds of meeting do you
want to hold to talk about constitution changes? Do you want to review the
constitution annually?
Advisor: Who is your advisor and what will is their role?
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Applying to Become a
Registered Student
Organization
After you have met all of the requirements you need to be a registered
student organization, you need to submit an application to either student
life, or your student government depending on your college.
It is important to see if there are other QSOs at your university before
applying to create a new one. If there are, your application to create a new
one needs to specify why your group will be significantly different and why
there is a need for this new QSO. In your application, make sure not to
disparage other groups, but instead focus on how your needs are not
represented and/or why they are too specific to be a part of the existing
group. For example, if there is a general QSO and you are trying to start a
group for trans students spend some time talking about how trans students
need a safe space where they know other students share their identity and
experiences.
Some colleges will want to set up a brief meeting to talk through your
application and the purpose of your organization. Come to that meeting
prepared with knowledge of all the documents you are submitting, who
your advisor is and why you chose them, and be ready to show off your
constitution. Almost all organizations that meet all of the requirements will
be accepted, so don’t be super nervous about meeting with the people in
charge. If you are worried about whether they would be supportive of a
QSO, an in-person meeting is a great time to remind them that many
students look to see whether a campus has a QSO before deciding to go
there. Ultimately, colleges need admissions to exist so emphasizing how
your organization positively affects enrolment is a powerful tool.
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There is also the option to create a student group that is unofficial and is
not sponsored by the university. If your campus is unsupportive of queer
students, and you don’t think that your university or student government
would provide your organization with any protection, you may want to
explore this option. If this is not the case, it is almost always better to
register so you can receive benefits like getting an annual budget,
working with other organizations, and gaining overall visibility and
legitimacy.
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We’re Official, Now
What?

Finding a Meeting Space
Once you know that you are an official organization, it’s time to find a
meeting space that reflects that. Every college has different resources
available, so you may have a multicultural center that you could meet at, or
maybe you could just use a classroom after classes are done for the day.
If you have an office of Diversity and Inclusion or something equivalent,
they should be your first stop in asking for a space. When you approach
them, be ready to tell them what resources you would need access to as
well as a close approximate for how many people will be at each meeting.
If you don’t have a similar office at your college, all registered student
organizations are able to reserve spaces on campus. Many universities
have software that allows you to do this virtually. Ask Student Life how to
reserve spaces either as you are applying or right after so that you can start
holding meetings that are officially registered with your school.
When considering where you want to hold your meeting, be cognizant
of how the space will affect your members. There will be people who come
to your meetings who are not out to the entire campus, so they will likely
want a space that is a little tucked away. Maybe there is a building that
doesn’t get a lot of use. Maybe there is a top floor or basement of a building
that you can reserve that no one else would be walking through. Some
members may also want to change into clothes that allow them to better
express themselves at this meeting, so it could be important to have a
bathroom nearby.
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How will you interact with your space? Do you have a permanent
meeting space where you can store any materials that you might need? Do
you need to bring your materials to every meeting? If so, make sure that you
have a checklist of what you need and who is responsible for bringing it.
Hanging up flags and other decorations is a great way to immediately let
people know that they are in a safe space and help themfeel comfortable.
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What will Your Meetings
Look Like?
The meetings that your organization has should be a reflection of the
purpose and mission of your organization. Like we talk about earlier, not all
groups have the same goals in mind. As your membership changes and
grows, the meetings can grow along with it, but you should always return
to your constitution to be reminded about what is at your QSO’s core. It is
helpful to have one of your first meetings of the year be dedicated to
creating a layout for what every meeting that year will be about, if you feel
like you need meeting topics. From there, get people to commit to leading
those meetings so that there is one person accountable for making sure
that the meeting is a success.
No matter the purpose of your organization, the key to any successful
group is respect and trust. At your first meeting you should agree on rules
that every member should follow during meetings that will ensure that
everyone has a voice and that their voice is as valuable to the person sitting
next to them.
In order to get your group comfortable with each other, and to learn
everyone’s names, it can be helpful to start with a simple ice breaker. Go
around the room and have everyone say their names, pronouns, and if their
position on the leadership board if they have one. If you want, also add a
question to that list of things they say that will reveal something small
about who they are such as “what is your favorite food?”. This is a great way
for people to instantly bond over something relatable, which makes them
more likely to be open during the meeting.
At some point in the meeting, it is also important to update your entire
membership about current events. If there are events coming up, problems
you are having with administration, or changes being made in the
organization, you want to make sure that your membership stays informed.
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During the meeting itself, make sure that it stays on topic and addresses
everything that you set out to talk about. As midterms and finals seasons
roll around, be aware that your membership might need to have a meeting
where they just hang out and do nothing.
As campuses and QSOs have moved virtually, meetings obviously look
slightly different. A lot of these points are still relevant even in a virtual
setting; you still need members to feel trusted and respected as well as
keeping them updated on what is happening with your organization. In
order to bring people to virtual meetings however, it is important to make
sure they have a way to be engaged. No one wants to go to an hour-long
weekly meeting where they have to sit quietly and listen to people talk at
them. So how do you engage your members virtually?
If you still want to address serious topics during your meetings, budget
time for a wellness check or socialization. You can also have people
move into breakout rooms for discussions with small groups so they all
have an opportunity to share.
Alternatively, you can organize fun things to do with your organization.
Queer Campus Coordinator Luke Miller made a video with 10 fun things
to do with your QSO over Zoom that you can watch at: bit.ly/QSOZoom
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Getting Money
There are several ways that your organization can get the money it
needs to host events, purchase things to make your space better, or go to
conferences. The list below is in the order of how reliable different funding
methods can, but of course they all come with advantages and
disadvantages
Getting an annual budget from student government: If you are a
registered student organization, you likely can apply for annual funding
if your college offers it. An annual budget would spell out line by line
what you want money for, and how much you need to do that. An
annual budget usually requires that you review it every year with the
student body treasurer to see how essential the money that they give
you is. In these meetings make sure you explain how important your
organization is and the service that it provides to queer students on
campus, whether or not they are a part of your organization. Your events
are an opportunity for queer students to see their identities and
community publicly visible and something like a drag show is an
opportunity for them to participate as an audience member without
being outed. This option likely has the most rules about how to obtain
and use this money but is also accessible simply by being a student
organization.
Requesting one-time funding from the university: This option is
commonly available at every college. If you don’t have an annual
budget, this option is the best way to get money from your university.
One-time funding is a request for a specific amount for a specific
purpose that would not be available without it. Even if you have an
annual budget, this option is what you would use for attending
conferences, getting resources for your meeting space, or other
expenses that will not be recurring.
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Fundraising: There are a lot of student organizations that don’t get an
annual budget, or don’t get enough to host all the programming that
they need to. In order to solve that problem, they fundraise. One of the
most popular fundraising options that QSOs utilize, which we will talk
about later, is hosting a drag show. Drag shows can be as cheap as
reserving a space at your university and having students perform, or
they can be as large as contracting celebrity drag queens to come and
perform at your show. When fundraising, consider what your campus
would be interested in purchasing. Whether that is a ticket to an event
or a physical item, find something that there would be demand for and
that you can find a reliable supply for. If you don’t have a lot of resources,
consider making asks of community members to donate items for you
to then resell for fundraising.
Getting alumni to donate: Most schools have an alumni network who
love their school so much that as adults they now want to support
students in their free time. Talk to your alumni office and ask them if
you could get in contact with the alumni network to see if they will
sponsor something specific. This could be a drag show, a conference, a
potluck, anything as long as you tell them what you need. Alumni are
usually happy to donate money if they can participate and/or see
specific outcomes, but what they love even more is to donate
something physical. If you have a drag show, ask if any of them have a
spotlight or stage pieces or curtains. If you are hosting a potluck, invite
alumni to be a part of it and have them bring food items.
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Increasing Membership
Increasing your membership can be hard as members start to graduate
and people get busy. To increase membership, you should set a flexible
goal to give you something to work to. Even if just maintaining interest is
your goal, you should still try to reach out to new people, you never know
who might benefit from your organization. Below are some ideas that you
can uses to increase membership
The “Bring a Friend” Method
This method is an easy way to increase your membership by having
existing members bring potential new members. If everyone
brought 1 more person to a meeting and got them involved, then
you'd have double the members.
Posters
Advertising your group throughout campus is a great way to
increase membership because it allows people to know that your
group exists. Be sure to hang posters in high trafficked areas.
Activity Fairs
Most schools have an activity fair at the beginning of the year, so new
students can see which clubs and organizations they would like to
join. Be sure to be there and ready to communicate to new students
what you do, when you meet, how to get involved.
Social Media
Social media is a necessary tool to make sure that your organization
is noticed. Stay up on trends and posting to keep members involved
and help attract new members
End of the year event
Hosting a big end of the year event can drive up member numbers
because people will see what you are doing and will want to be
apart of that. Make sure that your event is well planned and
extravagant.
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Event Planning

Deciding What Event is Best
for You
Planning events takes a lot of time and resources. Deciding what event
is right for you can make or break your budget for the year. Think of the
boundaries of your organization, such as how much money you can spend
on this event and how much time you can put into it. Ideas can be hard to
come up with, so start by brainstorming anything that can come to mind
for an event. After you have around 10 items start to narrow the list down.
Some questions that you should consider when deciding on your event
are…
1. How much money will this cost?
2. How much time will it take to plan?
3. How much space do we have access to?
4. How many members do we have to support this?
5. Will we need help from other organizations?
6. Is this event engaging?
7. How much money do we plan to raise from this?
You can add more questions to your list as they apply to your group. Go
through your list of 10 or so event ideas and put them to the test with these
questions and follow this thought process for each question.
1. If it cost too much money for you budget, then you should cross out that
event, or think of how you could get the money to make it happen.
2. If it takes a long time to plan, consider whether the event is worth the
amount of effort you would have to put into it. You don’t want an event
taking over the organization or affecting your school life.
3. If space is an issue, or if you cannot hold the event in person, talk with
your members about virtual options and how you can take the goals
and ideas behind an event and create something similar.
4. If your group is smaller, don’t plan an event that is larger than what you
can staff.
5. If you need to partner with other on-campus organizations, you should
reach out to them to see if they would be willing to co-host an event
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6. You must think about if your event will be engaging for a wide variety
of people. If not, what could you do to appeal to more than just your
own organization?
7. Finally, the most important question is how much money you will
make off this event. It’s ok to not have a hugely successful event, but
you should always consider whether the event is worth spending
resources on, especially if you don’t plan to break even.
Once you have your events put through the test and are left with some
options, present it to the organization as a whole and see what they think
would be better. Take note of their feedback and as a group decide what
would be best for the organization.
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Example Event: Drag Show
Fundraiser
One of the most recognizable events that Queer Student Organizations
put on are drag shows. On any campus, there are more queer students than
there are students in the QSO and events like drag shows are opportunities
for your larger student population to interact with the queer community for
a brief period of time. Here are some things that you need in order to set up
a successful drag show:
A drag show usually consists of a drag performer on a stage lip-syncing
along to music while an audience watches. When audience members
especially enjoy a performance, they go up to the edge of the stage, and
hold out a tip that the performer will take from them. Throughout the
show, a host will keep the audience engaged while the performers go off
stage and new ones get ready to come on, as well as intro and outro each
performer.
1. Pick the location, date, and time. Make sure that your space is
designed to be able to host a theater style event where you can host a
large audience all facing a stage or runway. See if there are any smaller
theaters on campus that you can book through the school. Drag shows
typically last an hour or slightly longer, but be sure to have the space
booked several hours in advance to account for set up
2. Book the people you need. Depending on your resources, you may be
able to contract with a lighting and sound company to have highquality lights and speakers. If this is not the case, make sure you know
how you will manage your lighting and sound without them. When
looking for your performers, see if there are any local drag kings or
queens that would be willing to be in your show, either as performers or
as hosts. Another option is to have students in your show. Students
usually don’t need to be compensated for their performance, and can
bring in more people via friends, but may be harder to find.
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3. Figure out how you will make money. Two ways that organizations
can make money off of drag shows is either by selling tickets to the
event, or by having the tips that performers collect go towards
donations for the organization. Selling tickets can be a good way to
know how much money you will make up front, and can be easier than
collecting tips, but could potentially get less attendance for the show.
Collecting tips as donations is a great way to have audience
engagement be higher, and gets more people in the door, but requires
audience members to bring cash, is more work during the show
because you need students to collect tips from the performers and
count them, and requires you to have a cash box to be able to make
change. A third, new idea is to have an option where students can
Venmo you and in return, you can give them “drag bucks” which you
would make beforehand. If your school is only allowing virtual events,
Venmo is also a great option for tips during virtual drag shows. If you are
using a student account for Venmo, make sure that you have an
accountability document that the student will sign to ensure that the
money in that account goes to the organization.
4. Create advertisements for the event. The most effective method of
advertising on campus is with posters. This option can be costly and
difficult, but if you have the financial resources, and someone good at
graphic design, posters are a great way to communicate details to the
people that see them. Even if you don’t print the posters and put them
up around campus, create a design that you can put on a Facebook
event, pin on Twitter, post on Instagram, and feature on any other
relevant platforms. If your school allows it, you can also write about the
event in sidewalk chalk all over campus.
5. Get ready for the show itself. Have all of the performers send you the
names of the songs that they will be performing and create a set list of
the songs that will be used in the correct order. Make sure performers
know how many numbers they are doing and remind them when they
are about to perform/when they are on deck. After this is assembled,
give the host a list of the order so they know who to announce when.
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6. When the event happens. Make sure you personally welcome the
audience before the host comes out, and also announce what your goal
for the fundraising is. Telling an audience your goal makes them feel
more compelled to contribute and helps ensure you will have a
successful event. As the event is happening, make sure your team knows
what their tasks are and check on them throughout the show.
Depending on the set up of your show, make sure you have people who
are running the music, lights, tips, tickets, and catering to performers’
needs.
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Planning a Budget
To plan a budget for the year, you are going to need records of what
you have done in the past. If you are a new group use an educated guess on
what other groups expenses are and research. Try to find things like:
• What events did you do in the past that you want to do again this year?
• How much do those events cost?
• How much did you make from each event?
• What funding did we get in the past, and how much?
• How much money did we spend? (Break it down into specific
categories)
Try to find as many records or as much information as you can. Put that
information into a spread sheet and add your total expenses and your
revenue. Your revenue should be higher than the total expenses Add how
much money you have in your account to your revenue to see the top of
your budget. You should never spend past your budget and should aim to
have savings each year.
Next you are going to start to plan out when your events are. Put your
events on the calendar along with how much that events cost and how
much they might earn. Then take your starting total and creating a
hypothetical budget tracking sheet. Withdraws for an event should always
come before the deposit of the revenue to ensure that you have enough
money in your account to be able to throw this event. Be sure that you
balance never dips below zero or is right at zero because there might be
unexpected expenses that you did not plan for.
Here is an example of what a budget sheet could look like:
Event

Date

Withdraw

Deposit

Balance
$6,000

Drag Show Expenses

11/2/2020

Drag Show Revenue

11/4/2020

$2,000

$4,000
$3,500

$7,500

Building Upon Events
Traditional events can be one of the best parts of your organization if
they are done in a way where they are grown upon each year. Annual,
quarterly, or monthly events can bring in more people, as people already
know what type of event they will be attending and know where their
money is going to. Building upon events is vital to the success of a
reoccurring event because you are engaging people in a new way that will
keep them coming.
Building upon events can look different for each event and change each
year. Some ideas for building upon events include…
Getting new keynote speakers/"big draws"
Getting new keynote speakers or special guests will keep people
coming back so then the event is familiar but the content is new.
Adding a new feature
It’s ok to keep what is working about events, but consider how you
can innovate and keep people excited to see what you do next.
Changing the venue
Having a more elegant space or different feng shui can completely
change the mood of your event.
Creating a new purpose for your event
Instead of fundraising for your own organization, consider donating
to a local community program whose goals align with your mission
statement.
Social Media
Trying using a hashtag or some sort of social media aspect to your
event because try using a hashtag or something similar to promote
your event. Social media integration helps add an air of credibility
and provides a new way for people to engage with your content.
After your re-occurring event, you are going to want to send out a survey
for people to fill out to see how you can improve on the event. You can ask
questions like “How would your rank this event on a scale of 1-10? Why?” and
“What did/didn’t you like about the event”. These questions allow you to get
direct feedback on how you can make it better the next time.
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How Do We
Maintain Interest?

Social Media Marketing
Today, social media rules the world. Whether that is Instagram, Twitter,
Facebook, Tik Tok, Snapchat, or all the above, social media has become an
integral part of how we as people operate and how business and
organization reach people. Below are tips on how you should operate your
social media.
Creating a Safe Space
Make sure that your page is a place where people feel welcome and
has a positive connotation with it. Monitor comments and
engagements with your posts to make sure nothing shady is
happening.
Posting the right amount
Post often to engage people, but don't post to often to the point
where people don't want to look at it. A good guide is posting 2-3
times a week.
Relevance
It is good to post to keep your viewers informed, but posting just to
post should be avoided. Make sure you have a purpose when you are
posting.
Trends
Try to follow trends the best you can to make sure your viewers want
to engage with your page or create trends on your own page. You
could feature members of your leadership to help people get to
know them, feature educational posts, or have your members
engage with current trends in posts.
Multiple Platforms
Why use just one platform when you can be on all of them? Try using
multiple social media software’s to make sure that your posts reach
as many people as possible
When using multiple platforms, use each appropriately i.e. using
Facebook for event details and Instagram for graphics
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Staying Involved on Campus
When someone outside of your organization looks at your QSO, one of
the first questions they will ask themselves is: “What do they do?”. No
matter who that person is, you want to be able to demonstrate that your
organization is not only something they want to be a part of but also that
you are a force to be reckoned with.
Your campus constantly has things happening all around it and your
challenge as a student organization is how to be relevant among all the
other events, excitement, and changing campus climate. When important
things are happening on your campus, it’s crucial to engage with them in
an appropriate way.
If there is a major event that happens annually at your school, make
sure that you have programming designed around it that shows people
you are an important part of the campus. If there is a major sports event,
maybe organize some outdoor Gaymes to do before the main event
starts. If major speaker is coming to your college, organize a meeting or
presentation on a similar topic. Not only does this make you look good,
but having an event that would interest people at a time when there is
more campus engagement means you can bring in more people.
If there is a hate incident that occurs, make sure you reach out to the
student group that is most affected by it and release a statement on the
matter. Sign on to demands that students make of administration and
show up to support them at any meetings or events that are organized in
response to the incident.
Staying involved is great for individual engagement, but also makes
administrative and organizational asks much stronger. If your school sees
that you are an important part of everything that happens on campus, it is
much harder for them to justify budget cuts and much easier for them to
approve budget increases. Similarly, when reaching out to other
organizations, you are less likely to get a positive response if your
organization has been silent on important issues, and more likely to get a
positive response if you have stayed engaged.
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Working with Other
Organizations
Working with other organizations is a great way to be engaged on
campus, get more money for your events, draw in more members and
receive many other benefits. There are some important considerations that
you need to make before approaching another organization to collaborate
on an event, meeting, or resources:
What is the goal of this collaboration?
What message are you sending by collaborating with this organization?
How do you want the other organization to be involved?
What resources do you need from their organization?
There are many different categories of student organizations that you
can bring on as collaborators, and the more categories you include, the
more will start reaching out to you. For example, if you want to host a trivia
night, ask a biology club to sponsor a set of questions. If you are hosting a
meeting with the topic of queer history, ask the black student union to help
create the presentation and come to the meeting. If you are going to bring
an expensive, famous figure to campus ask your student activities board to
pay for half in exchange for them being able to help with the organizing
and put their name on it. Many organizations will be interested in working
with you because you are a multicultural organization and you should
take advantage of this.
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Make sure that you keep a simple record of organizations that you have
worked for in the past because as leaderships change, you might otherwise
risk losing built up relationships. An example entry would look like:
Collaborator

Date

Student Activities 9/8/2020
Board
Alumni Office

Event
Drag Bingo

10/11/2020 Rainbow
Reunion

Notes
They paid for half the cost

Provided food, said they will
sponsor 5 students to go to
the Queer College
Conference

As you form relationships with the individuals you are working with,
keep them in mind as future allies, but remember that you cannot rely on
individual relationships to keep connections between organizations.
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Thinking of your
Organization's
Future

Succession Planning
One of the places that many QSOs lose momentum is in the transition
from one administration to the next. There are a lot of ways to ensure that
transitions go smoothly that happen even before a new board is elected:
Having well-defined board positions
If for some reason, the current board members are unable to help
with any of these other steps, the new board should be able to read
the constitution and understand what their role is and what their
responsibilities are
Having a well-defined succession process
When the new board is elected, it can be easy for the current board
to completely stop caring about their role in the organization. Your
constitution should spell out when the actual transition will take
place, and what the responsibilities of the outgoing board are such
as transferring ownership of social media pages, informing student
life of the transition, helping new members understand their roles
better
A Letter to the President
One way you can ensure longevity and help the new President
understand the role they are taking on is by having a document
called "A Letter to the President" that only the President of the org
can read. In this letter, have the current president spend some real
time and effort talking about the successes and failures that they
have had that they want the new president to learn from. Having it
be a private, written document allows a degree of separation that
will allow the current president to be completely honest and address
problems they might not want brought up to the whole group
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Keeping Records of Past
Events
Keeping records of past events is good practice as an organization, and
can make your life a lot easier when planning future events or budgeting.
Records can be kept either on paper or electronically. It's recommended
that you keep them electronically because they will be easier to transfer
over as you graduate, and they will be easier to organize as well. In your
records you are going to want to have…
Financial records
Past Budget
Event expenses and income
Income generated at events
General information on events
Number of people attended
Location
Schedule
List of contacts who helped
Number of members throughout the year
Past resources
University contact information
Past meetings
Meeting topics
Locations
Dates and times
Have a google folder and a flash drive set up to ensure that your files are
not lost. In your folder for your organization, you are going to want to break
it down into smaller folders sorted by topics, events, or dates. This will
ensure that anyone looking at resources will be able to find what they need.
Each year you are going to want to go through and purge what you do
not need anymore, to ensure that it does not become too overwhelming. A
good rule of thumb to have when deciding if you should keep it or not is,
when in doubt, just keep it. You can always get rid of it later, but you
cannot get it back when it is gone.
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Creating Support
Communities
Every student eventually graduates, so how do you ensure your
organization is still relevant when everyone you know there has graduated?
A great place to start is to affiliate yourself with an outside organization. It's
specifically recommended that you work with LGBTQ Organizations
because your QSO will be very important to them. Working with corporate
partners can be great, but they likely have a lot going on and would not
have the time or resources to be able to build up your organization if you
are reset to zero. There are a lot of local LGBTQ organizations and groups
that would be happy to collaborate with your organization regularly which
would help give new administrations a good starting point. This does not
have to be an activism-based organization, though they may be easier to
find, this could be a small LGBTQ sports group that you collaborate with by
participating in one of their baseball games or fun runs. It could also be an
LGBTQ choir that you invite to an event every year.
Outside groups are able to provide you with the most sense of stability,
but you can also work with individual members of the community. If there
is an LGBTQ friendly therapist that you know about, bring them in once a
semester to talk about mental health and the best way to access services. If
there is an LGBTQ pastor that you like, bring them in to talk about the
intersection of faith and queer identities. The more outside people that you
bring into your organization, the more resources that people down the line
will have and the stronger your QSO will be for it.
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End of the Year Event
An end of the year event is a great way to end the semester and honor
the work that had been done in the past year. It can be whatever you want
it to be, whether that be a chill night that requires little planning, or an allout celebration to go out with a bang.
A small event is a great way end the year on a good note and can be
good with members studying for finals, preparing to move home, and
saying goodbye for the summer. Some ideas for an end of the year event
include
Dinner/Cookout
Who doesn’t like food? This is perfect to sit and reflect on the past
year and what you have accomplished
Movie Night
You can either all go out to a movie or host an at-home movie party,
both of which are easy and relaxing activities that gives people the
opportunity to slow down and have something to talk about.
Karaoke Night
A super fun activity that allows everyone to have a fun night out
together.
On the other hand, a large event is a great way to show the community
what you are doing, fundraise more money, and recruit people for next
year. This does take more planning but could be worth it in the end. Some
ideas for a large event include:
Award banquet
This allows you to celebrate the success of your work and fundraise
of the community.
Comedy show/Roast
This is a humorous way to make money and have everyone laughing
the whole night.
Concert/Drag Show
This is a great way to relax and have one last night of fun, where
people can simply enjoy themselves and socialize
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This guide covers many
important topics, but if there
are other questions that you
have, please reach out to
Luke Miller, our Queer
Campus Coordinator at
luke@iowasafeschools.org
Good luck with your Queer
Student Organizations!

